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Seix Investment Advisors LLC Proxy Policy 
 

Under SEC Rule 206(4)-6, investment advisors have fiduciary obligations to their clients if the advisors have authority to vote 
their clients’ proxies.  Under our standard contractual agreements, Seix Investment Advisors LLC (“Seix” or the “Firm”) is 
authorized to vote proxies on behalf of discretionary accounts.   
 
The rule requires an investment advisor that exercises voting authority over client proxies to adopt policies and procedures 
reasonably designed to ensure that the advisor: 1) votes proxies in the best interests of clients, 2) discloses information about 
those policies and procedures, 3) discloses how clients may obtain information regarding individual security proxy votes cast on 
their behalf, and 4) maintains appropriate records relating to actual proxy voting.   
 
The Firm has a Proxy Committee (“Committee”) that is responsible for establishing policies and procedures reasonably 
designed to enable the Firm to ethically and effectively discharge its fiduciary obligation to vote all applicable proxies on behalf 
of all discretionary client accounts and funds, and ensure compliance with all of the requirements. Annually (or more often as 
needed), the Committee will review, reaffirm and/or amend guidelines, strategies and proxy policies for all domestic and 
international client accounts, funds and product lines.  
 
The Firm utilizes the services of Glass Lewis & Co. (“Glass Lewis”) due to its excellent research tools, advanced technical 
capabilities and the large scale system support required to accommodate an advisor of our size. Glass Lewis will act as Seix’s 
agent to provide certain administrative, clerical, functional recordkeeping, and support services related to the Firm’s proxy voting 
processes/procedures, which include, but are not limited to:   
 

1. The collection of proxy material from our clients’ custodians.  
 
2. The facilitation of proxy voting, reconciliation, and disclosure, in accordance with the Firm’s proxy policies and the 

Committee’s direction. 
 
3. Recordkeeping and voting record retention.  

 
The Firm has engaged Glass Lewis to assist with physical proxy voting matters, while the Firm retains the obligation to vote its 
clients’ proxies, to review all issues, and to actively review all information prior to determining each vote placed on behalf of its 
clients.  The Firm will continue to utilize all available resources to make well-informed and qualified proxy vote decisions.  
 
As reflected in the Firm’s proxy guidelines, the Committee will vote proxies in a manner deemed to be in the best economic 
interest of its clients, as a whole, as shareholders and beneficiaries of those actions.  
 
The Committee recognizes that each proxy vote must be evaluated on its own merits.  Factors such as a company’s 
organizational structure, executive and operational management, Board of Directors structure, corporate culture and governance 
process, and the impact of economic, environmental and social implications remain key elements in all voting decisions.   
 
The Committee will consider client-specific preferences and/or develop and apply criteria unique to its client base and product 
lines, where appropriate.  As needed, the Firm will communicate this information to Glass Lewis so those clients’ proxies will be 
voted accordingly.  The Committee has reviewed Glass Lewis’ capabilities as agent for the administrative services above and is 
confident in its abilities to provide these services effectively.  The Committee will monitor such capability on an ongoing basis. 
 

An Independent, Objective Approach to Proxy Issues 
 
In the absence of express contractual provisions to the contrary, the Committee will vote proxies for all of the Firm’s 
discretionary investment management clients.  
 
The Firm maintains its own proxy guidelines for U.S. domestic and global proxy voting issues, as well as guidelines applicable to 
“Taft Hartley” plans and relationships.  ERISA accounts will be voted in accordance with the Firm’s U.S. Domestic Proxy 
Guidelines; as such guidelines include ERISA-specific guidelines and requirements. Guidelines are available as described 
below.  
 
The Firm provides and maintains the following standard proxy voting guidelines: 
 

 U.S. Domestic Proxy Guidelines (applied to both ERISA- and Non-ERISA-related accounts and funds) 
 Taft Hartley Proxy Guidelines 
 Global/International Proxy Guidelines 

 
 
Under the Firm’s Global/International Proxy Guidelines, the Committee generally votes in a manner similar to that recommended 
by Glass Lewis for an account’s international holdings including, to the extent permitted by law, international holdings in ERISA 
accounts.  In this regard, the Committee has reviewed and will monitor Glass Lewis’ capabilities and conflict policies with 
respect to international securities proxy vote recommendations.  
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 Exceptions to Policy 

 
The Firm’s proxy policies, as outlined herein, generally will not be applied where the Firm has further delegated discretionary 
investment management and the authority to vote shares to a properly appointed subadvisor, such as may be the case in some 
managed separate accounts, wrap programs and funds.  
 
In those situations, proxy votes cast by the subadvisor may be governed by the subadvisor’s proxy voting policies and 
procedures.  .   
 

Conflicts of Interest 
 
Due to its diversified client base, numerous product lines, and affiliations, the Committee may determine a potential conflict 
exists in connection with a proxy vote based on the SEC guidelines.  The Committee has outlined the following situations where 
a conflict of interest, deemed material for proxy purposes, exists: 
 

1. Common stock of public corporate issuers with which either the Firm’s parent company, Virtus Fund Advisers, LLC 
(“VFA”) or its wholly owned Subsidiaries (“Subsidiaries”), have a significant, ongoing, non-investment management 
relationship. 
 

2. An issuer with a director, officer or employee who presently serves as an independent director on the board of VFA or 
Subsidiaries. 
 

3. An issuer having substantial and numerous investment or other financial relationships with VFA or Subsidiaries. 
 

4. A director or senior officer of the VFA or Subsidiaries serving on the board of a publicly held company. 
 

5. A direct common stock ownership position of five percent (5%) or greater, held by the VFA or Subsidiaries.  
 
 
For these situations, the Committee has determined that the most fair and reasonable procedure to be followed in order to 
properly address all conflict concerns is to retain an independent fiduciary to vote the ballot items coded within The Firm’s proxy 
guidelines as case by case.  

 
Additional conflicts of interests would be evaluated by the Committee on an individual basis. Although the Firm does its best to 
alleviate or diffuse known conflicts, there is no guarantee that all situations have been or will be mitigated through proxy policy 
incorporation.   

 
Securities Lending Program  

 
The Firm manages assets for several clients (including the Virtus Funds in the Virtus Asset Trust (“Virtus Funds”)) that engage 
in “securities lending” programs.  In a typical securities lending program, clients or funds lend securities from their 
accounts/portfolios to approved broker-dealers against cash collateral.  On behalf of clients and the Virtus Funds, the Firm 
seeks to balance the economic benefits of continuing to participate in an open securities lending transaction against the inability 
to vote proxies.  On behalf of clients and the Virtus Funds, the Firm will call loaned securities back to vote proxies, or to 
otherwise obtain rights to vote or consent with respect to a material event affecting securities on loan when the advisor believes 
it is necessary to vote.   
 

Additional Information  
 
Firm clients: 
The Firm follows different voting recommendations for different categories of clients such that votes cast on behalf of some 
clients may oppose votes cast on behalf of other clients.  Extended summaries of the U.S. Domestic Proxy Guidelines (applies 
to ERISA and non-ERISA accounts and funds,) Taft Hartley Proxy Guidelines (which votes per the general guidelines put forth 
by the AFL-CIO), Global/International Proxy Guidelines, and voting records are available to clients upon request.  (Complete 
copies are quite voluminous but are also available.)  For this information, or to obtain information about specific voting issues, 
please write to Seix Investment Advisors LLC, Attn:  Proxy Voting Committee Administrator, 3333 Piedmont Road NE, Suite 
1500, Atlanta, GA 30305, or contact us by telephone at 877-984-7321 or via e-mail at: pmp.operations@virtus.com.   
  
Virtus Funds shareholders: 
Although another investment advisor may subadvise some of these funds, all proxy votes for the Virtus Funds are conducted by 
the Funds’ advisor, VFA Shareholders of the Virtus Funds may access fund-related proxy voting information by calling 1-800-
243-4361 or by visiting www.virtus.com. 
 
 
 


